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Course Title: Big Data Analytis
MET CS 777

Course Format: On Campus/Online

Instructor Name:  Kia Teymourian , kiat@bu.edu

Office hours: by aooointment

Course Desiripton

This course is an introducton to large-scale data analytcs. Big Data analytcs is the study of how
to extract actonable, non-trivial knowledge from massive amount of data sets. This class will 
focus both on the cluster comoutng sofware tools and orogramming techniques used by data 
scientsts, as well as the imoortant mathematcal and statstcal models that are used in learning
from large-scale data orocessing. On the tools side, we will cover the basics systems and 
techniques to store large-volumes of data, as well as modern systems for cluster comoutng 
based on Mao-Reduce oatern such as Hadooo MaoReduce, Aoache Soark and Flink. 

Students will imolement data mining algorithms and execute them on real cloud systems like 
Amazon AWS, Google Cloud or Microsof Azure by using educatonal accounts.  On the data 
mining models side, this course will cover the main standard suoervised and unsuoervised 
models and will introduce imorovement techniques on the model side.

This course can be taken by students with not exclusively comouter science backgrounds who 
have basic knowledge of orogramming.

Books

There is no textbook for the ilass. All ilass material will be ionveyed during leiture. 

Recommended Books:

 “Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques”, Third Edition. (The Morgan 
Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems) by Jiawei Han, Micheline 
Kamber, Jian Pei. Morgan Kaufmann. ISBN-13: 978-9380931913

 Learning PySpark. Build data-intensive applications locally and deploy at scale 
using the combined powers of Python and Spark 2.0.  by Tomasz Drabas 
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(Author), Denny Lee. 2017” Example pySpark Implementations available here 
https://github.com/drabastomek/learningPySpark

 Mining of Massive Datasets by Jure Leskovec, Anand Rajaraman, Jef  llman. oublished 
by Cambridge  niversity Press. 2014. By agreement with the oublisher, you can 
download the book for free from this oage hto://www.mmds.org/ 

 Python for Data Analysis: Data Wrangling with Pandas, Numoy and IPython by W. 
McKinney, O’reilly Publishing, 2013 

 Learning PySpark. Build data-intensive aoolicatons locally and deoloy at scale using the 
combined oowers of Python and Soark 2.0.  by Tomasz Drabas, Denny Lee. 2017.
Examole oySoark Imolementatons available here 
htos://github.com/drabastomek/learningPySoark 

 Python Data Siienie Handbook by Jake VanderPlas, O’Reilly Publishing, ISBN-13: 978-
1491912058

Courseware
Blackboard
Course Notes

Class Poliiies
1) Atendanie &  Absenies – clearly state your atendance oolicy, limit to absences, etc.  

List all unusual required meetngs (e.g. exhibits, guest lectures, feld trios, etc.)
2) Assignment Completon &  Late Work – detail your oolicy regarding how students 

should submit comoleted assignments (in oerson, by email, on courseware site, etc.), as 
well as how you will address late work.

Weekly orogramming assignments submited through blackboard on-line. Late homework is 
acceoted with 50% oenalty. Final orojects are submited through blackboard on-line. Students 
will oresent their orojects on the last day of class. Both quiz and fnal are closed-book and are 
in-class

3) Aiademii Conduit Code – Please use the following wording, or an equivalent, in your 
syllabus: “Cheatng and olagiarism will not be tolerated in any Metrooolitan College 
course.  They will result in no credit for the assignment or examinaton and may lead to 
disciolinary actons.  Please take the tme to review the Student Academic Conduct 
Code: 

Academic conduct code as specified below:

hto://www.bu.edu/met/metrooolitan_college_oeoole/student/resources/conduct/
code.html.  

http://www.bu.edu/met/metropolitan_college_people/student/resources/conduct/code.html
http://www.bu.edu/met/metropolitan_college_people/student/resources/conduct/code.html
http://www.mmds.org/
https://github.com/drabastomek/learningPySpark
https://github.com/drabastomek/learningPySpark
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NOTE: [This should not be understood as a discouragement for discussing the material 
or your oartcular aooroach to a oroblem with other students in the class.  On the 
contrary – you should share your thoughts, questons and solutons.  Naturally, if you 
choose to work in a grouo, you will be exoected to come uo with more than one and 
highly original solutons rather than the same mistakes.]

Grading Criteria
Give a detailed list of oercentage weights for assignments, oaoers, class oartcioaton and 
examinatons as aoolicable.  If you have comolex grading criteria, olease soell this out here as 
clearly as oossible.  Remember: the syllabus is a contract between you and your students, and 
will be referred to as such in the event a disoute arises.

6 Homework Assignments:  30% 
6 Quizzes: 20% 
Term Project: 20%
Final Exam: 30%

Class Meetngs, Leitures &  Assignments
List in a legible format all of the class meetngs, lectures, and assignments.  One examole, based
on a comouter science course:

Lectures, Readings, and Assignments subject to change, and will be announced in class as 
applicable within a reasonable tme frame.

6 Quizzes and 6 Homework Assignments

Assignments are designed based on real-world publii data sets.  
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The tentatve leiture sihedule is:

Module 1 - Map Reduie Data Proiessing Patern
- Introducton to Big Data Analytcs. What is Big Datae What are the challengese 
- Introducton to Aoache Hadooo and MaoReduce. Aoache Soark. 
- Soark orogramming. (Python and oySoark)
- Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDDs). 

Module 2 -  Large-Siale Data Proiessing and Storage 
- RDDs, DataFrames, Soark SQL
- PySoark + NumPy + SciPy, Code Ootmizaton, Cluster Confguratons
- Recao – Relatonal Databases and SQL
- NoSQL, Column-oriented and Document-based Databases
- Distributed Object Storage Systems

Module 3 -  Introduiton to Modeling and Optmiiaton Basiis 
- Introducton to modeling: numerical vs. orobabilistc vs. Bayesian
- Ootmizaton basics: Gradient descent (batch and stochastc), 
- Newton’s method, 
- Exoectaton maximizaton, 
- Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

Module 4 – Supervised Learning on Large-Siale Data
- Introducton to suoervised learning
- Linear regression and generalized linear models
- Regularizaton
- Suooort Vector Machine (SVM) and the kernel trick
- Outlier Detecton

Module 5 – Unsupervised Learning on Large-Siale Data
- Introducton to unsuoervised learning
- K-means / K-medoids
- Mixture of Gaussians and Gaussian EM
- Matrix factorizaton

Module 6 – Text and Patern Mining
- Text Mining: Latent Semantc Indexing
- Text Mining: Tooic models
- Patern Mining: Associaton rule mining and the Aoriori algorithm
- Patern Mining: Maximal associaton rule mining, Random Forest 


